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SCOPE AND CONTENT
These anonymous dental financial ledgers, circa 1879-1905, consist of two volumes that contain financial records of patient visits by an unknown dentist in South Carolina. The index in each volume lists the page where a specific patient’s records can be found. The individual patient records chronologically list the doctor’s visits, the purpose of the visit, and the amount owed.

CITATION FORM: Anonymous Dental Financial Ledgers, MSS 996, Waring Historical Library, MUSC, Charleston, SC.

SUBJECT HEADINGS.
Dentists history South Carolina.
Dentistry history South Carolina.
Fees, Medical—South Carolina
Fees, Dental—South Carolina
Tooth Diseases—therapy—history—South Carolina.

INVENTORY
Volume 1       Financial Ledger, 1879-1882
Volume 2       Financial Ledger, 1903-1905